MAKE A SUNCATCHER
WITH FALLEN LEAVES!

Give old leaves a new life as decorations in your home!

What you’ll need
- Several leaves collected from outside
- Wax paper
- An iron
- Scissors
- Tape

Resources
- Step by step tutorial
- Tree identification key
- Best family hikes around Roseburg, OR

Instructions
- Take a hike! Go for a walk around your neighborhood or local park to collect some fun fall leaves. Try to get different colors and shapes.
- (Optional) use the key linked above to see if you can figure out what kind of tree your leaves came from.
- Arrange your leaves on a piece of wax paper, and cover with another piece of wax paper.
- With the iron on a low setting, have an adult help you heat the wax paper until the two sheets are fused together with the leaves inbetween them.
- You can cut out around your leaves, or leave them as one full sheet.
- Use tape to hang your leaves in the window and see how the sun catches them! Send photos to jane@umpquawatersheds.org to be featured on our social media.